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A. ORGANIZATION AND ATTENDANCE

1. The second Regional Conference for the Integration of Women in

Development was held from 3 to 7 December 1979 at Mulungushi Hall in Lusaka,

Zambia. His Excellency Dr. Kenneth D. Kaunda, President of the Republic

of Zambia, opened the Conference. The Conference was organized by the

Economic Concussion for Africa, in close collaboration with the Africa

Regional Co-ordinating Committee for the Integration cf Wonwn in Development

and in co-operation with the Government of the Republic of Zambia.

2. The main purpose of the Conference was to review progress and obstacles

in achieving the minimum objectives of the World and Africa Plans of Action

for the Integration of Women in Development and to draw up programmes and

strategies for I960-1985,. as well as to prepare for the World Conference

of the United Nations Decade for Women to be held in Copenhagen, Denmark,

in July 1980.

3. The Regional Conference was also in line with the decisions taken

at the first Regional Conference, held at Nouakchott, Mauritania in 1977,

resolution 364 (XIV) adopted at the fifth meeting of the ECA Conference of

Ministers held at Rabat in 1979 and General Assembly resolution 33/187

calling for the convening of regional meetings in preparation for the World

Conference of the United Nations Decade for Women.

4. The Conference was attended by the following States members of the

Economic Commission for Africa: Angola, Burundi, the Central African

Republic, the Comoros, Ethiopia, Gabon, the Gambia, Ghana> Guinea, the

Ivory Coast, Kenya, Lesotho, Liberia, the Libyan Arab Jamahiriya,

Madagascar, Malawi, Mali* Mauritania, Mozambique, Nigeria,, Rwanda, Senegal,

Somalia, the Sudan, Swaziland*, Togo, Uganda, the United Republic of

Cameroon, the United Republic of Tanzania, the Upper Volta, Zaire and Zambia.

5. States Members of the United Nations not members of ECA were represented

as follows: Belgium, Denmark,, Finland, France, the Netherlands, Norway,

Portugal, Sweden and the United States of America.

6. Liberation movements present at the meeting were: African National

Congress (South Africa-, Pan African Congress of Azania- SWAPO; ZANU

(Patriotic Front); and ZAPU (Patriotic Front).

7. The following United Nations bodies and agencies were represented

by observers: Secretariat of the World Conference of the United Nations

Decade for Women, Centre for Social Development and Humanitarian Affairs,

United Nations Industrial Development Organization, United Nations Children's

Fund, United Nations Development Programme, Office of the United Nations

High Commissioner for Refugees, the United Nations Research Institute for

Social Developments World Food Proj^ramme, International Labour Organisation,

Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations, United Nations

Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization and World Health Organisation.
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8. Observers were present from the following intergovernmental

organizations: African Development Bank and the Organization of African
Unity.

9. The following non-governmental organizations also sent observers:

African-American Institute, America Friends Service Committee, Bahai

International Community, CARITAS, Carnegie Corporation, Ford Foundation,

International Council of Women, International Planned Parenthood Federation,

International Women's Tribune Centre, Lutheran World Federation, Overseas

Education Fund (United States), Pan African Women's Organization, Panafrican

Institute for DeveloDment, Population Council, Women's International

Democratic Federation and World Young Women's Christian Association.

10. The Conference elected the following officers by acclamation:

Chairperson: Zambia

First Vice-Chairperson: Senegal

Second Vice-Chairperson: Swaziland

First Rapporteur: Zaire

Second Rapporteur: Nigeria

B. AGENDA

11. On Monday, 3 December the Conference adopted the following agenda:

1. Review of progress made and obstacles faced by member States in

the implementation of the objectives set out in the World Plan

of Action, especially with respect to the Africa Regional Plan

of Action for the Integration of Women in Development

2. Programmes end strategies for the years-1980-1985 with -a view to

promoting equality, development and peace.in the African region

3. Assessment of progress made since the Nouakchott Conference

regarding national, subregional and regional machineries and,

interagency co-operation to accelerate the integration of
women in development

4. Apartheid and the status of women in southern Africa

5. Review of policies and programmes concerning children in Africa

within the framework of the International Year of the Child

6. Adoption of the draft report and recommendations

7. Closure of the Conference.
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12 The Conference-adopted the arrangements relating to the organization
of its work su^ested in document FCA/ATRCV779/IMF.5. According to those
arrangements, after all the items had been introduced in plenary, ?hey
woutd th dlSCUSSed ^ the Bubre^ional committees of the MULPOCs which "
would then present the relevant reports 3nd recommendations to plenary

ACCOUNT OF PROCEEDINGS

Opening addresses . ■

13. In introducing .the President of the Republic of Zambia !"rs BC Ka

("iP) LdT Cefral f™1^^ ^e United National ■ Inde.endLe Lty
m if 7 of.tne.UNI? Wong's League, said the people of .ood-

will had recognized that no meaningful development would take olac'e in
the world without.the participation of women." P

14. Kis Excellency Dr. Kenneth D. Kaunda, President,nf the Republic of
Zambxa welcomed participants to the second Regional Conferencffor ?he
toSrifrT ^Pevelopn.ents which was bein. held in preparation
for the World Con^rence. of the United Nations Decade for '/omen to be

i

15. He said that the quest, for equality of the sexes had definite

Africf W ^^ ^ il i ^Africf HitW-ts 4^^ ^ Mit? h^ —d - ^the™th» +J its Philosophy of Humanism, Zambia understood and supported
the worthy cause to which Conference participants were committed ?he
ff"^' *^ C°"f-ence was in fact just one .ore aspect of the

^^1 in manwMch ted t b d ^

ite firstbhalfVof ^V110/*^116"1011 had mde "r6at P—-s5 duringand L^I f °f.the Decade, m the establishment of regional, subre^ional
and national machineries for the implementation of the -orld and Africa
Plans of Action for the Intention of <>on,en in Develooment L
many complicated tasks lay ahead and the emancioation of women

of the™!:""!:Wafr^^d1' ^fT^1 »d" socio-cultural
the
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17. . The second bsttlefront a.rainst which Zambia was waging a struggle

was the firrht against corruption, crime and the exploitation of man by man,

which.was a nrerequisite for true independence. The task of socialist

reconstruction had been spearheaded by Zambia's women who had undertaken '

various development projects and participated in the campaign against

illiteracy through the 'Each one teach one1 programme. jn the" political

field, too, Zambian women sat on the highest decision-making bodies

including the Cabinet and the Central Committee of the Party. Recently

the National Council of the Party hid called for the creation of a women's

department in one of the ministries because until women's programmes were

interrated in national development plans they would continue to be bedevilled
by lack of finance and technical know-how.

18. Amon? the issues to which the Conference should address itself, the

President mentioned the need for the complete removal of the1evils of

oppression,, racial discrimination and apartheid from the African continent
and welcomed the fact that the Conference would address itself to the issue

of apartheid and its effects on women in particular. In that regard he

felt that the Conference should express genuine support for the stru^,?le

through the formulation of practical courses of action which would contribute
to a lasting solution. -Secondly, he stressed the need to make optimum use

of scarce resources, a ^ood proportion of which were contributed by the
apencies and Governments present at the Conference. Thirdly, it was

essential to muster local financial,, material and human resources. Fourthly,
he felt that the activities undertaken in the framework of the international

Year *f the Child should be continued beyond 1S79 in other countries as
well as in Zambia.

19. In view of the forthcoming "orld Conference, one of the tasks of the

present Conference must be to identify areas where intera^ency co-operation

could be intensified, bearin" in mind the goodwill that existed and the
fact that Africa was the region most affected by poverty. The Conference

should present to the "orld Conference a realistic profTfamme of action

that reflected African women's determination to participate equally with

men in the elimination of poverty^ ipnorance, disease, exploitation
discrimination» racism and apartheid.

20. In conclusion, the President thanked all those States arid organizations

whose assistance had made the present Conference possible and officially

declared the second Rerional Conference on the Integration of I/omen in
Development open.

21. The representative of the Executive Secretary of ECA expressed his

sincere appreciation to the President, the Government and the people of

Zambia for hostinr the Conference^ particularly in view of the tremendous

problems and sacrifices confronting Zambia in the strurVle to free southern

Africa from the Yoke of apartheid and the last vestipes of colonialism.
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22. The over-all objectives of the Conference viere to examine critically

the progress Trade and obstacles faced by African countries in the implemen

tation of the World and Africa Plans of Action for the Integration of Women

in Development, in conformity with General Assembly resolution 33/187

calling for regional meetings to be held for that pur: ose In preparation

for the 1930 ForId Confe±>ence. To thai' end3 the secretariat would assess

what progress had been made ren-ardinr national5 subrerional and re/ric-ial

machineries and intera^ency co-operative arrangements. The crucial

importance of the new structures lay in the fact that the principal

mechanisms of ECA for fostering econcmic co-operation at the subrerional

lovil ii^re the Multinational Prorramminf and Operational Centres (MULPOCs)>

waich wer>3 be inn; developed as the multidiscinlinary and multisectoral arms

of the Commission. The subrerional committees on women and the work bein^

done by IXA on the integration of worsen in development were bein^ intricately

woven Into the fabric of the "'ULPOCs, The success of the latter would, how

ever. In larre measure defend en the active participation of United Nations

agencies in f'MJLPOC activities from the policy-making stare to the field

project evaluation sta^e,

23. The General Assembly of the United Nations had adopted as the theme

for the second half of-'the Decade for Women ; Employment s Health and Education'-,

and It was hoped that the Conference would succeed in slaborat.'.r.'^ new and

more effective strateries that would prove more relevant to the African

situation durin^ the period 1931-1985. ATP.CT*7 had so far merely scratched

the surface of the problems and much remained to be done in all sectors ,t

with particular emphasis on rural women who, in their attempts to lift

their families out of poverty, were often deprived of access to pertinent

knowledge and the tools of development. The women of Africa vrere at the

be^innin.r of a lonp: strurrie since the attitudes of society died hard and

in that connexion he a^ain stressed the need for a critical assessment of

prepress made and for the Conference to come up with realistic plans for

the future,

24. In her opening address, the Chairman of the Africa Regional Co-ordinating

Committee thanked the Precldom cf Zambia 5or tlie attention he had accorded

to the second Regional Conference and the Government and Women's League for

the arrangements they had made for the Conference.

25. She hoped that particinants would avail themselves of the opportunity

afforded them by the Regional "Conference, which had been organized jointly

by ECA and ARCC in accordance with General Assembly resolution 33/107, to

review their needs and consider how to meet their. The deliberations should

be conducied in a frank and objective atmosphere to ensure that all the

problems faclnr women In all fields were suitably identified.

26. Generally speaking she felt that the evolution of the national,, sub-

regional and regional machinery had been satisfactory, but she warned

participants to p;uard against excessive bureaucracy and stressed the need

for new dynamism and public awareness of the equality of men and women.

It was also necessary to avoid the oitfalls of the First and Second Develop

ment Decades and ensure that the stratery for the Thrid United Nations
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Development Decade included a component relating to women. The strategy

should not concentrate exclusively on concepts of growth and GWP but

should reflect African culture and realities.

27. Financing institutions in her view should take more account of the

needs expressed by countries themselves.

28. Special attention should be paid to the situation in southern Africa

where the women were at a double disadvantage by virtue of their colour as

well as their sex. The Conference should solemnly express its solidarity

with the victims of apartheid and join with the international community in

puttinp- pressure on the racist regimes to ensure that they participated

effectively in the implementation of the plans of action for the integration

of women.

29. Every effort should also be made to promote the well-beinn; of the

child in the interests of society as a whole, and the activities relating to

the International Year of the Child should not be confined to formal

manifestations alone.

30. Finally., she called on the President of Zambia to do all in his

power to sensitize other heads of State to the problems of women and urge

them to incorporate women's activities in their plans.

31. The Secretary-General of the World Conference of the United Nations

Decade for Women said that, cominr from a Caribbean nation, she profoundly

admired the commitment of the President and people of Zambia to the cause

of women.

32. Africa had been the first region to set up a women's programme in 19723

before the International Women's Year.3 and the first to establish a training

and research centre for women. It had also been the first to discuss the

meaning of the new international economic order for women at the Nouakchott

Conference in 1977. Equally, the regional and subrep;ional machinery set up

as a result of the Conference was a unique system for reaching down to grass

roots which proceeded from Africa's tradition of independence and strength.

33. Africa's commitment and efforts would strenrthen her own work as

Secretary-General of the World Conference to be held in 1930 in Copenhagen.

The World Conference would constitute a mid-term review of progress in

implementing the World Plan of Action and provide an opportunity for devising

concrete practical action programmes for the remaining five years of the

Decade. As in other regions the present Conference was being held in

preparation for the World Conference. Its conclusions and recommendations

would form an important part of the data and proposals for the 1980 Conference

and help to direct the international community in its search for global

strategies for the rest of the Decades based on a full understanding of

national and regional realities.
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34. The situation in southern Africa epitomized the antithesis to the themes

of equalityg development and peace. Hence special attention had to be paid

to the women of southern Africa who were considered superfluous appendages

to their husbands and who lost up to half their children by the ape of five.

Yet those same women had not hesitated to confront the ideology of white

supremacy and had been in the forefront of the liberation -struprle throughout

southern Africa. She was sure that the same forces that had swept out the

colonial rerimes to the north would prevail in southern Africa. It was a

tribute to their spirit that the effects of apartheid had been included on

the agenda for the World Conference as an expression of the responsibility

of the international community, its recocmitioh of its mandate under the

United Nations Charter and its commitment to the poals of the Decade for

Women: Equality, Development and Peace.

35. The Chairperson of the first Regional Conference., Mrs. Aissata Kane,

thanked the host Government and the orp-anizers of "the Conference for their

efforts to ensure the success of the Conference.' The very presence of the

President of Zambia should point to the need for high-level deliberations

and should encourape the women of Africa to participate in the economic and

social development of their countries. She wished the Conference every

success and hoped that its results would rapidly be translated into reality.

She also wished to pay tribute to the people of Southern Africa and Zambia

for their struggle apainst imperialism.

36. Speakinp on behalf of all participants9 the representatives of the

United Republic of Cameroon and Madagascar proposed motions of thanks to

the host country.

Review, .of progreas.Jpa.de aiKJ_Qbstacles faced J?v..menber_ .States in the

implementation of.the objectives set., out tn.th.e-.UQrld. PXan of .Action.,

especially with.respect to th^Jlfrica Regional. Pla3-_oir LctSan ■£or the

Integration of .*-?omen in-Development .(Apenda item 1) .....

37. In introducing document E/CH.14/ATRCN/79/W.D.1)9 the secretariat

explained that the working document had been prepared by a Consultant on the

instructions of United Nations Headquarters on the pattern of the other

four regional commissions, in preparation for the World Conference on the

United Nations Decade for Womenausing questionnaires filled out by member

States and other material as sources. On its part the secretariat expressed

the view that the period 1976-1930 had been a period of experimentation,

trial and error for women's programmes in the region. In most countries

of the region women had not been agents of development, but continued to

be neglected by policy makers and technology had been a mixed blessing for

them. Given the many obstacles that women faced to ensure their more rapid

integration the secretariat stressed that women must use the vocabulary

of technocrats, the terms of planners and the data of statisticians to make

their needs known.
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38. In spelling out ECA's achievements over the last five years the

representative of the secretariat stressed that emphasis had been placed

on integrating womenfs programmes into the general ECA work programme,
increasing the participation of women in rural areas,upgrading their

professional competence and managerial skills, assisting them in improved

food production, and encouraging co-operation among United Nations agencies

oh programmes. The African Training and Research Centre for Women.currently

had 14^regional and'42 subregional projects. Despite the breadth and

diversity of its programmes, the Centre was still in an insecure position.
It continued to be almost entirely dependent on extrabudgetary funding and
lacked regular budget posts. The Centre needed regular resources so that
the work would not be interrupted.

39. In presenting the working document, the Consultant explained that

only 18 countries had replied to the questionnaire. Two countries had

cabled that they had found it difficult to reply. Since the document was

produced as a desk study without direct access to primary sources, the work

should be regarded as a draft to be amended with the input of Conference

participants. The revised document would then be submitted to the secretariat
of WCUNDW for processing and incorporation into the global report.

40. ^The report contained sections on employment, education, health,
planning, policy formulation and monitoring, social and legal status,

political participation, international co-operation and the strengthening
of international peace.

41. With regard to employment, she noted the predominance of women -in-.toe.

rural areas- of the region in agricultural production. Despite vital roles,

they lacked training, access to credit and improved technology Government

replies showed that attention was being paid to the formation pf cb-operatives
and other income-generating activities. It was urged that more emphasis be
placed on: "improving the lot' of "rural women. In urban; formal sector' eTnployroent
women appeared to be concentrated in fields traditionally reserved for them.

In the informal sector data were lacking to appreciate the situation of
women properly.

42. Only those women in salaried employment were covered by maternity
benefits, and in some countries even those women did not receive coverage.

Women should not be victimized for fulfilling their social role of bearing
children.

43. In general the main obstacles to the economic advancement of women- -

in the^region appeared to be a lack of relevant education and training,

traditional attitudes which stereotyped roles for women and men and lack of
credit facilities. ;

44. In education fewer than half of the girls of school age in Africa were

in school; the enrolment of girls was highest at the primary level and fell

rapidly with the ascent of the educational ladder. Girls and women still
enrolled in traditionally feminine fields. Progress had been made in the

countries with regard to increased availability of education facilities.
However, the drop-out problem among girls remained serious. Reasons-for
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that state of affairs included school-girl pregnancies, problems in paying

tuition and school fees, lack of role models and achievement orientation

and the preference of low-income parents in particular for educating boys

rather than girls. Since studies had shown the high correlation between

mother's education level and that of her daughters, the education of women

must be encouraged. The majority of illiterates itt the.region were women.

To-improve the present s:.tuition it was suggested that compulsory primary

education be enforced, social attitudes which undervalued girls education

be attacked, and vocational snd technical -education for girls and women be

promoted.

45. In health,, toe, the needs of women were great. Africa had the world's

highest death rates for women and children. The majority of pregnant women

in the region were not receiving pre-natal care. Malnutrition was also

widespread among women. Africa also had the world's highest fertility

rate, with 46 births per 1,000 population. There appeared to be a strong

correlation between high mortality and fertility rates. High fertility

also restricted women{s opportunities in training and education.

46. It was noted that health care should aim at better delivery of services

to the masses of women, emphasizing preventive medicine. The living

environments, including nutrition and water supply must be improved for

the majority of rural women.

47. In policy formulation, planning and monitoring, most Governments had

initiated programmes to improve the situation of women. That was an area

where it appeared that most Governments had undertaken action to achieve

the minimal objectives of the World Plan of Action. Nearly all the

countries of the region had established some kind of machinery to deal with

the women's situation, yet Governments lacked statistices to demonstrate

the extent to which women were involved in the development of their

countries, a situation which was not unique to developing countries. The

unavailability of data on the situation of women since 1975 had made it

exceedingly difficult to monitor progress in that and many other areas.

Yet it was kr.own that few women were _■ epresented at high levels of planning

and policy-making, or in nj<:ecut5.ve or managerial positions. The low

educational status of women was a constraint, along with role socialization

and male attitudes. It was apparent thai: a substantial number of women

with high qualifications existed, but they had not been given equal chances

to participate. It was suggested that women's machineries should put

pressure on Governments to place women in planning positions.

48. With regard to social and legal status, it was noted that there were

conflicts affecting women between customary and statutory law, that customary

and traditional values affected women's acceptance of certain practices,

and that few women had access to legal information or fully understood

their rights under the law. To remove those, among other barriers, women

leaders should bring to light social practices which subjugated women,

conflict between customary and written laws be reconciled and free legal

aid and family courts be established.
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49. On political participations international co-operation and the .

strengthening of international peace, it was noted that women's major role

was as voters and grass roots participants within parties. Few were elected

or appointed to office or served in foreign affairs. That was an area where the

questionnaires demonstrated attitudinal barriers to the full participation of

women. Several countries reported measures being undertaken to promote the

involvement of women in politics, notably the organization of seminars to

raise women's civic consciousness3 and the establishment of targets for posts

to be filled by women. That was a prime area for action by national machineries

in order to develop leadership among women.

50- The conclusions of the report were that there was no direct correlation

between the economic contribution of women and their status in society, that

women were generally confined to traditional sectors of the economy with very

little access to wage employment, illiteracy and dropping out from school were

major problems for women in the region, health education had not improved much

since 1975 and, despite changes in legislative and constitutional provisions,

women had not achieved social equality.

51. The consultant noted that progress was being made, but at a slow pace.

New strategies were naeded to accelerate that pace. Information had not.

reached women at all levels, and the struggle for women's full participation

did not yet involve the majority of women,

52. ..Several participants responded that the questionnaire had been top'

difficult for rural women to understand, required statistics that Governments

were unable to supply and any future questionnaire should be simplified.

It; was suggested that the country papers presented by delegations could be

used to update the paper.

53. The Senegalese representative objected not to the report but to its

presentation by the consultant, stating that it should have been presented

by the secretariat of EGA in accordance with normal procedure. The represen

tative of the Executive Secretary of EGA explained that the consultant had

been requested by Headquarters to prepare a draft based on replies to

questionnaires to be placed before the Conference for amendment. All comments

would be taken into consideration and included in a revised version. Countries

which had not yet replied were encouraged to submit as much written information

as they could as soon as possible tc the ECA secretariat. While one represen

tative stated that third world Governments should not be pushed too much on

the question of wo:.ien> it was also interjected that Governments should not

be allowed to go slow on the eradication of poverty and ignorance.

54. One representative noted that it was important that the pendulum not

swing too far in the other direction in marriage law and education. For

example, while girls shouldbe encouraged to enter new fields, they should 'not

be told there was no value in home economics. Divorce should not be

liberalized to the extent that men were punished. In all cases equal rights

and access should be stressed.
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55. The discussion brought out the need to lay emphasis on the situation of
rural women, especially in education and training. The Chairperson of ARCC
stressed that foreign systems of education must be discarded and a plan of

action devised to reach the grass roots. Women should avoid the mistakes

frequently made by planners who devised development theories unrelated to
reality. The observer for AAWORD felt that the analytical framework of the
working document could be strengthened by the introduction of the historical
dimension of the problem and greater emphasis on the socio-economic and

cultural conditions of women. Her crganization had held a number of

seminars adopting that methodology.

Assessment of progress made since the Nouakchott Conference regarding
national, subregional and regional machineries and interagency co-operation

to accelerate the integration of women in development (agenda item 2)

56. In introducing document E/CN.14/ATRCW/79/W.D.4, the secretariat noted

that women in development should not be viewed in a vacuum but as an intrinsic

part of national and regional growth. Strategies for the second half of the
Decade should be seen in the context of the Plan of Action for the Integration

of Women in Development in Africa as well as the 1980 World Conference theme

of "Equality, Development and Peace" and the subtheme of "Employment, Health
and Education". Any attempt to devise a strategy would benefit from experience

gained in efforts to implement the Plan in the first half of the Decade.

57. The International Women's Year had promoted regional and glbbal

awareness of the situation of women that hopefully would take root in the
second half of the Decade. New development emphases such as alternative^
development strategies, the Regional Food Plan and the Monrovia Declaration
all gave directions which women must apply and adopt. Among new programmes

and strategies proposed were:

(a) The strengthening of national machineries through the provision of

adequate resources and technical personnel;

(b) The strengthening of the women's programmes at each of the MULPOCs

with particular emphasis on developing their research capabilities;

(c) Ir, education, increased and diversified projects for women and

girls should be planned and executed within Lhe context of over-all national

planning;

(d) The productivity of women's labours in food production should be

stressed for the promotion of regional self-reliance ;

(e) Provision of greater primary health care for women;

(f) Research on women as food producers and encouragement of the

dissemination of research results for translation into action;

(g) Establsihment of bodies to monitor and review implementation of

equal treatment provisions in national legislation;

(h) Attention of women in the whole region should be directed to the

struggle of women in southern Africa against the evils of apartheid.
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Programmes and strategies for the years 1980-1985 with a view to promoting

equality, development and peace in the African region (agenda item 2)

58. The secretariat reviewed the progress made in the setting up of national

machineries as described in document E/CN.14/ATRCW/79/W.D. 2 and 3. .The

salient points outlined were as follows.

59. The need to set up an administrative machinery to ensure the full

participation of women in national development and in international co

operation had been acknowledged and maintained repeatedly by African women's

conferences, in 1964 (Togo), 1968 (Ghana), 1969 (Ethiopia) and 1971 (Morocco

and. Gobon). ■ \

60. Taking those recommendations into account, the Africa Plan of Action

for the Integration of Women in Development had been adopted in 1974,

insisting on the need for African countries to have appropriate machineries

and administrative methods. In the Plan the purely cultural or political

conception of national women's machineries gave way to a substantive

concept that would make the machineries into effective structures for

development.

61. The action plan envisaged:

(a) At the national level. If no machineries existed already at the
policy-making and national planning levels, the establishment of:

(i) National commissions on women and development, composed of

leading men and women who would make policy recommendations

and action proposals;

(ii) Women's bureaux or permanent secretariats of national
commissions to undertake research, formulate projects and

programmes3 and more generally ensure the integration of

women in all sectors of economic and social development;

(iii) An interdepartmental agency composed of experts (both men and

women) in fields such as health, education, nutrition,

agriculture, training, employment, social: services, communi

cations and information, population, law, commerce and industry;

(iv) A committee to co-ordinate non-governmental organizations

and help women to organize themselves to participate, in the

administration of commissions, to work to induce changes in

attitude, to contribute to development and public service and

to encourage co-operation as well as the exchange of infor

mation and experience; ■

At the regional level. The Economic Commission for Africa was the

first Regional commission to have established a long-term programme for the
integration of women in development. ECA's role in stimulating the application
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.of the Plan of Action at the national level had been the focus of in-

depth study from which the establishment of the following additional

machineries at the regional level had been proposed at Nouakchott in 1977:

(i) - Subregional committees for the integration of women in

development:; and

(ii) A permanent Africa Regional Co-ordinating Committee (ARCC)

to co-ordinate the work of the national machineries and

subregional committees, advise ECA on its women's programme

and co-operate with regional and international organizations.

62. In the spirit of the Nouakchott Conference, the African Training and

Research Centre for Women had assisted in the establishment of subregional

committees on the Integration of Women at the MULPOCs based at: Gisenyi, for

the Economic Community of the Great Lakes States; Lusaka, for Eastern and Southern

Africa; Niamey, for West Africa; and Yaounde, for Central Africa..

63. Thus, the process of integrating women in development would be

effected through a chain structure, comprising national, subregional and

regional machineries.

64. All of the subregional structures had been established since 1977,

except for the subregional committee of the North African MULPOC.

Strucuture of machineries

65. At the national level9 machineries assumed several forms: A ministry,

department of a ministry or of a Prime Minister's office, an advisory

council, a commission, a bureau, an association, a women's section of a

national party, and a federation or other.

66. Since the type of national machinery in any one country varied with

its socio-cultural reality it was both impossible and undesirable to lay

down a strucuture applicable to all countries. National machineries should

thus reflect national policies. The basic aim of a national machinery was to

design and implement for the Government a national strategy for integrating

women in development on the basis of a national plan of action.

67. There was at the regional level also the Regional Conference which had

first met in 1977 and which> in conformity with the Nouakchott Regional . .

Conference recommendations endorsed by the ECA Conference of Ministers in

Rabat in 1979, would be held every three years. The Conference had been

convened pursuant to resolution 352O(XXX) in which the General Assembly had

stressed the importance of a periodic overview and appraisal of progress made

in the implementation of the World Plan of Action objectives and proclaimed

1976-1985 the United Nations Decade for Women: equality9 development and

peace, to be devoted to effective and sustained national, regional and

international action aimed at implementing the world plan of action and

related resolutions.
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68. The work programme of ATRCV7 to support the creation or strengthening of

national machineries included:

(a) Briefing seminars on national machineries that embraced all

substantive structures representing the various national, government departments

concerned w^ch the integration of women in development, as well as represen

tatives of all local organizations involved in women's activities;

(b) Study tours to enable women leaders from one group of countries

to share the experiences of countries having operational national machineries;

(c) Consultations to establish work programmes for the national

machineries. They enabled each country to have a national priority programme

for integrating women in development on the one hand, and on the other

improved harmonization of the national programme with the subregional and

regional programmes; and

(d) Training for women leaders in either the techniques of project

preparation or in any other area required by the national machinery on the

basis of its priority needs.

69. The ECA representative noted that although the need for the establish

ment of technically competent national machineries for the integration of

women was increasingly recognized by women, the rate of establishment of

those machineries was on the decrease. There were still many technically
competent women as well as men who,, because of lack of understanding of the

full significance of the machineries, adopted passive or even negative

attitudes toward them. In addition, many countries that had one or more

politically-oriented women's organizations had not been responsive to the

establishment of new machineries, even if those machineries were technical

in nature. Finally, the establishment of national machineries posed two

problems to concerned States:

(a) The assignment ,of technically competent women and men- to assist

in setting up national machineries and making them functional; and

(b) The disbursement of the funds necessary to make national

machineries operational once they were created.

70< Several countries announced that there had been changes in the

structure of their national machineries which needed to be incorporated in
the report (E/CN.14/ATRCW/79/W.D.2). It was suggested that changes be

communicated to the secretariat for incorporation in the,report.

71. The Cahirman of ARCC informed the Conference that the first meeting of
ARCC had been held in March 1979 in Rabat, Morocco, attended by the Executive
Secretary of ECA and the Assistant Secretary-General for Social and Humani
tarian Affairs, three members of each Subregional Committee (the Chairperson,

Vice-Chairperson and Rapporteur), as well as by observers from Governments,

international agencies and donors.
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72 They had considered reports on national machineries, inaugural meetings
of'the s-jbregional committees as well as the report of the ATRCW Review
Mission. The agenda for the second African Regional Conference had also
been discussed." The meeting had also proposed a permanent secretariat for

ARCC. '

73 One problem the Rabat meeting had faced was the status of the Tangier -
MULPOC since the subregional committee had not been formed. The meeting had
proposed that all five MULPOCs should be represented m the bureau of ARCC.
The ARCC officers elected were United Republic of Cameroon as Chairman; Zambia

and Morocco as Vice Chairmen: Rwanda and Senegal as Rapporteurs.

74 The report and the recommendations of the ARCC bureau meeting had been

presented at the fifth meeting of the EGA Conference of Ministers.

75 Since the establishment of ARCC in Rabat, ARCC had been trying to -
develop its programme of activities based upon the Africa Plan of Action for
the integration of women in development. It was necessary first to clarity

the status and functions of ARCC. In a meeting with the Executive Secretary
of ECA it had been decided that ARCC would formulate policies for the Plan
of Action for the region, while ECA would execute the programmes. At the
same time the decentralization of ECA would■strengthen the subregional
committees and focus programmes on the priorities of the subregion. The
decentralization had already been initiated by the funding of posts of four
co-ordinators for women in development at the subregional level. The
appointments, however, were taking time because of the inertia of the
countries in the subregions in recommending suitable candidates for the posts.

76. She said that if ARCC was to fulfil its role of creating awareness_among

women of the need to develop structures to support their full participation
and integration, its bureau needed to develop close contact with the
different subregions by visits to them. That however would involve budgetary

resources which ARCC did not have. Unless the Bureau received additional
resources, it would be unable to achieve its objectives.

77. ■ In conclusion, the Chairnan of ARCC stressed that women had to make sure
that women's- projects were properly presented so that they would not be

rejected.

78. The representative of UNICEF, who was also chairperson of the Inter-

Acrency Working GrouD, stated that the interagency group had been set up
pursuant to the recommendation of the Nouakchott Regional Conference that

integrated action needed to be taken by international agencies to meet the

needs of women's programmes.

79. The group was comprised of the international agencies working in the
region. The objective was to review on-going programmes of different

agencies and direct them to meet the needs of the women. It also sought to
co-ordinate and harmonize programmes with national machineries and find
sources of support for the priority needs of women from international
agencies that would also support ATRCW in its work for developing concrete

programmes leading to the integration of women in development.
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80, The interagency group had developed the first draft directory of the

projects of United Nations agencies in the region (E/CN.14/ATRCW/79/W.D.3)

The working group had agreed to work on certain priority areas which were

common to the region as a whole namely:

(a) Income-generating activities for rural women, for the greater

part of people live in rural areas, often at subsistence level, and the

programmes generally developed in this area had so far concentrated on the

urban population; .

(b) Rural women and water,, for in rural areas women had to spend,

much time and effort to obtain

(c) Appropriate technology for improving the quality of life of

rural women. What was needed was to introduce improved technology in food

production, processing and storage as well as in the multitudinal tasks

of the women in t^e home, work and life environment;

(d) Communications, to make women aware of their roles and the

possibilities that were open to them. .-■■■•

81. In the meeting of the IntQPagency Working Group held on 1 December ;■

it had been observed that-co-ordination was needed at all levels. Cor ..,;-;■,■

ordination at the national level could be achieved through UNDP as well aa

through the national machinery for the integration of women. At the sub- ..--

regional level it would be through the MULPOCs and specifically through ...,-■

co-ordination with the area offices as well as national offices of the : . ■.

international specialized agencies. At the regional level co-ordination

already existed with EGA. With the involvement of the national machinery,

the subregional committees and their nominees, the programmes developed

would meet the needs of African women.

82. Speaking on the relationship of the first three agenda items to the

World Conference, the Secretary-General of the World Conference on the

United Nations Decade for Women explained that the working documents, as

revised by the input of participants at the present Conferences would be

used in preparing the Copenhagen Conference, of which the third Preparatory

Committee meeting would be held in April 1980, chaired by Senegal. Twenty

replies to the questionnaire had been received from African member States,

(two since the ECA working document had been prpared), representing all

five subregions.

83. Distinctive characteristics of each region would be taken into account

in preparing the Programme of Action for the second half of the Decade.

In receiving the regional reports, certain common features were emerging.

They included (a) the low occupational status of women; (b) the difficult

situation of rural women- (c) the lack of women's political participation;

(d) the inadequacy of the data base on women; and (e) the double burdens of

women at work and in the home.
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84. Women were not outside development> but rather inside all social and

economic processes.

85. She directed representatives to cosnider the following questions in

their subregional committee deliberations: how Africa's over-all position

in the world economy affected national development; what type of national

or regional development wouxd je uiost useful in improving the ^ituaxion of

women; how women as a group, and as individual members of society could^

effect the necessary changes to bring about equitable development, and in

what ways did women's present situation create obstacles to their ability

to influence the process of development.

Apartheid and the status of women in southern Africa (agenda item 4)

86. Introducing document E/CN.14/ATRCW/79/W.D.5, the Chief Technical

Co-ordinator of ECA/ATRCW informed participants that the issue of the effects

of apartheid on women in southern Africa had in recent times been a^major

preoccupation of ECU especially since the Regional Conference held in
Mauritania in 1977. Resolution 7 of that Conference strongly urged

Governments, especially African Governments, to take all the measures

required to put an end to apartheid regimes. The subject had again been

raised during the inaugural meeting of the Africa Regional Co-ordinating

Committee, and ECA had been requested to include it in the agenda for the

second Regional Conference.

87. In terms of assistance to women suffering under the yoke of apartheid,

ECA had initiated training programmes in income-generating activities for

women leaders in the liberation movements. The Commission had also obtained

funds from United Nations Voluntary Fund for the Decade for Women to organize

a legal defence fund. After consultations with the movements, steps were

being taken to channel that assistance through the International Defence and

Aid Fund for Southern Africa, a humanitarian organization in consultative

status with the United Nations Economic and Social Council. She informed

the Conference that the working document for the item had been prepared by

OAU because "CA believed that, since apartheid had a special meaning to

Africa3 it.was important to ^et directions for future actions from OAU

which was the main policy-making organ in that respect.

88. The representative of OAU reminded participants of the heavy burden

which had been placed upon them in terms of their duty towards millions of

worries, who lived in the rural areas of independent Africa and those that

wers'still suffering under the abominable system of apartheid. It was time

to agree on concrete action that would bring a permanent end to the system of

apartheid. She outlined some of the problems women living under apartheid

faced in the areas of health, education and employment and apologized for

the inadequacy of the working document. She urged participants to make

proposals which would enable the preparation of an enriched and more

comprehensive document to be prepared for adoption by the Conference.
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89. The OAU representative said that at the recent second Preparatory-

Meeting for the World Conference9 African members, the representatives of

the liberation movements and OAU had agreed that the following were some

of the forms of support required from the international community:

(a) Humanitarian assistance of all kinds to wcnen inside South

Africa, Namibia, and Southern Rhodesia and in refugee camps, particularly

in training women for leadership positions;

(b) Encouraging co-ordination of women's activities in various

liberation movements;

(c) Immediate cessation of political, economic, diplomatic ■

and other assistance rendered by some Western States to the racist and

colonial regimes in southern Africa.

90. In terms of the assistance given, she thanked the Voluntary Fund for

the United Nations Decade for Women for the financial assistance given not

only for legal aid for women in southern Africa but also for the 39 projects

the Fund was currently supporting in Africa. She appealed to participants

to urge their Governments to contribute to the Fund, noting that 45 per cent

of the Fund was spent in Africa. She also urged them to begin thinking of

what sliould happen to the Fund after the Decade.

91. The OAU representative reminded participants to work out strategies and

make concrete suggestions that could be implemented both regionally and

internationally to bring about permanent changes in the condition of women

in southern Africa. In that regard, Africa could not leave its fate in

the hands of others. It should strive to adopt its own development pattern and

must determine and implement policies which would lead to a better life for

all its people including wcmen9 which was the main issue being pressed in
demands for the new international economic order. She further pointed out

that the Monrovia Symposium had concluded that although Africa was of course

in the world and the affairs of the entire world were also its affairs,

Africa refused to become integrated into a world of vassals. Africa intended

therefore to build up a new form of co-operation in which solidarity would

not be that of horse and rider, and in which freedom would not be that of a

free fox in a free henhouse.

92. Finally the OAU representative pointed out that OAU and ECA complemented

each other and co-operated with each other in the different issues facing

the continent. It was in that spirit of co-operation and to avoid duplication

that OAU threw its full weight behind the projects undertaken by the ECA

African Training and Research Centre for Women.

93. One representative pointed out that the world would have seen the end

of apartheid if all the nations that openly spoke against it took action to

eradicate it. In her view political will was lacking because nations

continued to trade and deal with South Africa. She equated apartheid with

discrimination against women and appealed to white sisters to pressure their

Governments into taking action to end apartheid. Women could not demand justice

for themselves and allow their Governments to support apartheid.
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gt+. Another representative thanked ECA and the Liberation Committee of OAU
for action already taken. . She urged participants to promote the mobilization

of the population in independent countries to realise the effects of

apartheid and encourage support for the front line States. She also appealed
to international organizations to intensify their actions to eradicate

apartheid.

95. The representative of African National Congress expressed gratitude to

the Party, the Government and the people of Zambia not only for hosting the

second Regional Conference but also for their continued support for the

liberation movements. She pointed out that since the working paper was

defective, all the representatives of the liberation movements had prepared

a joint paper which would be presented to the Conference for adoption. She

suggested that OAU should assist them in finalizing that important document.

Finally, she pointed out that apartheid was found not only in South Africa

but had spread its tentacles to the whole region of southern Africa and

must be considered in that light. Most recommendations on the subject only

scratched the surface of the problem, and efforts were thus needed to see

what concrete action could be taken for the benefit of women in southern

Africa with a view to abolishing racism. If the Western Powers did not

give their support, apartheid would have been eradicated.

Review of policies and programmes concerning children in Africa within

the framework of the International Year of the Child (agenda item 5)

96. The representative of the Executive Secretary of ECA introduced

document E/CN.14/ATRCW/79/W.D.6 and reviewed the actions that African

Governments were to have taken in response to the General Assembly resolution

proclaiming the International Year of the Child: national commissions or

bodies on IYC were to have been set up, plans formulated for the health and

well-being of children, adequate facilities provided for children living in

poverty and for those with special needs, practices detrimental to the well-

being of children studied and day-care services provided with priority

given to children from families of greatest financial need.

97. The representative of UNICEF said that IYC was drawing to a close

but a new era for children was beginning, during which commitments made by

Governments and individuals during the year would be implemented. She

stressed that there could be no Plan of Action for women without considering

children. She noted that only 10 per cent of rural children had access

to clean water, only 20 per cent were near health services, only 30 per cent

had access to schools and 30 per cent of those under five years of age were

malnourished. .

98. Describing the special problems of children in Africa, she spoke of

the situation of urban children who lived in slums and shantytowns, those

who. were affected by migration of father or mother, and the special problems

of refugee children. One half of the refugees were under the age of 15..

The President of Zambia, she said, along with other African Heads'of State,

had declared,.that IYC Commissions would continue to monitor the problems of

children and raise the consciousness of policy makers; A major theme that
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had emerged from the Year was the promotion of basic services for children

with popular participation, based on the African tradition of self-reliance.

Many grass-roots programmes promoted by women had sprung up to provide

better water and improved health services. Data on the situation of

children remained a major constraint; Swaziland, Botswana, Kenya and Somalia

were making efforts to improve their data collection with regard to children.

'<}9. Lastly she stressed that efforts should be initiated at once and

should be made to bear fruit so that the child born in,1979, who would come

of age in the year 2,000, would then realize what action had been taken and

what efforts had been made for his sake.

Observer statements

100. Representatives of international agencies and non-governmental

organizations made statements about their activities on behalf of women in

the region. The representative of the United Nations Development Programme

(UNDP) announced that his agency's Regional Bureau for Africa had recently

allocated $US 1 million for the establishment of four posts of "Co-ordinator

for Women's Programmes'" and related activities in order to integrate the

women's component in the four MULPOCs that had established subregional ;

committees on the integration of women in development. The UNICEF representative

detailed her .organization1*s_ support for women's programmes in the region:,- with

emphasis on appropriate technology, income-generating activities and data;

collection, as well as assistance to ATRCW in terms of staff and training.

The representative of IL0 described its studies, research and special

programmes for women, with special reference to Africa, and its funding, in

conjunction with SIDA,of the handicrafts and small-scale industries

programme at ATRCW. For its part FAO/UNFPA provided the population component

at the Centre. At the recent FAO World Conference on Agrarian Reform and

Rural Development (Rome, 1979), a major Programme of Action for the Integration

of Women in Rural Development had emerged. The UNIDG representative underlined

its strategy for women in industrialization in developing countries. The:

representative of UNESCO sa£d that Its two primary concerns were to ensure

that its activities fully reflected the socio-cultural systems and needs of

each country and region and to uphold the principle that the need to respect

the fundamental rights of women was universal. The WHO representative spoke

of the importance of its health manpower development programme for women in

the region. -

101. The Secretary-General for WCUNDW congratulated the Conference on the

high level of participation achieved and said that its deliberations on the

situation of women in southern Africa would be an essential input for. the1

World Conference agenda item on apartheid. The representative of the Office

of Personnel Services spoke of the effort being made to recruit qualified -

women into the United Nations, especially at the policy-making and junior

professional levels. The representative of the United Nations Centre for

Social Development arid'Humanitarian Affairs thanked the governments of the

region for their assistance in filling out the questionnaires distributed

to gain- 'information :on agenda item 1; they would be a grearstore of information
for many purposes. The World Food Programme representative spelled out its

support for women's programmes.
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102, The observer for PAWO underlined its support for liberation movements

in Southern Africa, women and children in the fron-line States and in the

Sahel affected by natural and man-made disasters. She thanked all participants

at the Conference, and urged their close collaboration with ECA.

103. The observer for AAWORD told of her organization's aim to promote

research by African women, thereby contributing to a better understanding

of women's situation on the continent, in order to give Governments and

women's organizations a better data base from which to plan. Female

circumcision was an issue in which AAWORD was vitally interested. On that

topic the Somali representative introduced a comprehensive paper.

non-government organizations presenting statements were the

Population Council, which was planning a policy analysis and management

training programme for women in the region, the African Development Bank,

which invited ECA as well as member States to submit to it projects on

women for financing, the Lutheran World Federation, which stressed meaningful

participation of women in decision making, the Consumer's Protection

Association, which urged the promotion of breast-feedings CARITAS, which

described its programmes to upgrade women's agriculture in Zambia, IPPF9

which had 17 projects in the region on planned parenthood and women's

developments the Women's International Democratic Federation;, which stressed

its struggle against racial prejudice and apartheid and the International

Council of Women, which had sponsored leadership training seminars for women.

The observer for the Pan-African Family Association said that it undertook

programmes to promote better family life and the observer for the International

Demographic Association of Women urged the necessity of including the

demographic factor to facilitate development planning.

?.eports of subregional committees on the integration of women in development

I'" Rapporteurs from the subregional committees on the integration of women

in development presented the reports of their respective committees to the

plenary session. It was pointed out by several representatives that the

report from the Gisenyi Committee should serve as a mo'el document. The

reports were adopted es presented, with the directive to tne secretariat

that they he compiled into one report to amend working documents E/CN.1U/ATRCW/
79/WuD.l and W.D.4. The reports of the subregional committees appear as

annexes I-IV of this report.
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D. RESOLUTIONS ADOPTED BY THE CONFERENCE

1. Programme and strategies, 1980-1985

The Second Regional Conference en the Integration of Women in Development,

Recalling GeiuJ ^^.Jaly -ejclu;is.r. >52O (;-:::x) of 15 December_1975

in which tha Assembly took note of and endorsed action proposals contained

in the Mexico Declaration on the Equality of Women and their contribution
to development and peace, in the World Plan of Action for the Implementation

of the Objectives of the International Women's Year and the regional plans

of action including the Plsr: of Action for the" Iivlegzwcion of Women in

Development in Africa,

Recalling also the declaration by the General Assembly of the years

1976-1985 as the United Nations Decade for Women; Equality, Development and

Peace,

Eager to ensure.that the mid-Decade World Conference of the United

Nations Women's Decade due to be held in Copenhagen in 1980 to analyse the

progress made and obstacles faced and propose new strategies for "the remainder

of the Decade take into account the special, needs of women in the region,

1. Takes not.e of the reports and recommendations of the various sub-

regional committees, .namelyy Gisenyi,Lusaka, Niamey and Yaounde, regarding

strategies for specific topics which reflect the realities !of the subregion;

2. Recommends the adoption by the Conference.of Ministers of the Economic

Commission for Africa of the document on Programmes and Strategies for

1980-1985 as revised in the light of the above subregio.ial reports.

2. Apartheid and women in southern Africa

The Second Regional Conference on the Integration of Women in Development,

Noting with regret that since 197 5 xhe status of women under the

apartheid regimes of southern Africa has deteriorated,,

Recalling the resolutions and proposals made during the 1975 Mexico

World Conference on the International Women's Year.3

Recalling also resolutions of the General Assexbly of the United

Nations in particular resolution 3411 C(XXX) of 28 November 1975 proclaiming

that the United Nations and the international community have a special

responsibility towards the oppressed people of southern Africa3

Noting attempts being made by women throughout the world to implement

programmes set out under the United Nations Decade for Women,

Further noting that the Plan of Action for the" Integration of Women in

Development for the first half of the Women's Decade did not satisfactorily

attend to problems faced by women under the oppressive racist regimes of

southern Africa,
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Also noting thai; the paoples of southern Africa and the world are

facing the threat of world instability and war because of the rapid

militarization of southern Africa and the arms race while the avowed
principle of the Decade is peace,

Reaffirming thats unless the peoples in southern Africa are liberated
and ere also at." J^ 03—Liei-.■.-";e in the global stmif^le for peace, equality

and development, ^ o ^?-c\l strategy objectives for the Women's Decade cannot
be fully realized.

Considering that the observance of the United Nations Decade for
Women must lead to an acceleration of concerted action by the women of the

world for the complete eradication of apartheid system in southern Africa
through the assumption of power by the people,

Reaffirming that the apartheid regime would have long been destroyed
were it not for the economic and military assistance granted by the major
Western countries to the regimes of southern Africa,

Again re-ffirming that the States which give assistance to the

racist regimes in southern Africa become accomplices in the inhuman practices
of racial discrimination massacres, detentions and death of thousands
of women and children in these countries,

1. Calls upoi; -the women of Africa and the world to pressurize their
Governments to:

(a) Sever all links - political, economic9 diplomatic and military
with the apartheid regimes'*

(b) risseminate information on effects of apartheid as widely as
possible-

2. Urges the United Nations Security Council to enhance and intensify world

wide support for an effective oil embargo and comprehensive economic sanctions
against South Africa;

3* Welcomes with gratitude the contribution by the United Nations

Voluntary Fund for the Women's Decade to a legal defence fund for women
suffering under the system of apartheid and colonial domination;

4' Urges the Organization of African Unity to establish a voluntary fund
to be used for legal defence of and assistance to families of political
prisoners in southern Africa*

5. Appeals to the States members of the Organization of African Unity to
contribute generously to this voluntary fund;

6. Expresses itr. gratitude to the front-line States and appeals to all
Governments to increase their support to those States whose territorial
integrity is being violated by the racist regimes in southern Africa:



7- Cowinenaa the Special Committee against Apartheid for giving special
attention to the plight of women and children under apartheid.

3. Appointment of women to posts in the professional

and higher categories in the secretariat

of the Economic Commission for Africa

The Second Regional Conference on the Integration of Women in Development ,

Having examined the secretariat's statement on the employment of
women in the secretariat of the Economic Commission for Africa, and the
statement by the representative of the Office of Personnel Services of the
United Nations,

Recalling that General Assembly resolution 33/143 requested the '■■■':1
Secretary-General of the United Nations to take the necessary measures to
increase the number of women in posts subject to geographical distribution
to 25 per cent of the total over a four-year"period, . . ■ ' , ■ ■ •

Concerned about the slow pace of progress being made towards the
implementation of the above General Assembly resolution in the African region,

li■- Rgqussts the Executive Secretary of the Economic Commission for Africa
to intensify the recruitment of African women in professional and higher "
categories _a the secretariat in order to increase the number of women in
all its divisions as soon as possible in posts subject to geographical
distribution;

2' Reaffirms paragraphs 4 and 5 of resolution 362(XIV) of the Conference
of Ministers which requested the secretariat of the Commission to transmit
to member States list of vacancies and corresponding job descriptions and
urged member States to give the Commission a list of Qualified women
candidates;

3. Recommends that national machineries for the integration of women
in development take the necessary action to prepare a list of .qualified
women candidates and transmit their curricula vitae to the secretariat; ■

4. Appeals to the Executive Secretary to take the'following action:

(a) Ensure that women are fairly represented in personnel advisory
and administrative committees;

(b) Permit the employment of married couples in the Commission :
secretariat since family responsibilities and culture limit
the mobility of qualified married African women;

*' . Requests_ the Executive Secretary to report to the next meeting of the '
Conference of Ministers on the number, nationality and levels of women
occupying posts which are subject to geographical distribution.
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4. International Year of the Child

The Second Rep-jonal Conference on the Integration of Women in Development,

Recalling the designation of 1979 as the International Year of the

Child and the initiative taken by the United Nations Children's Fund in'

promoting special measures to improve the condition of children,

Noting with satisfaction that national committees have been

constituted and have established goals and priorities,

1. Urges African Governments not to consider the International Year of the

Child as an end in itself but to continue to intensify actions started in

order to ensure the attainment of the required goals;

2. Appeals to all organizations of the United Nations system, governmental

and intergovernmental organizations to intensify assistanceLto .promote the

welfare of children in the region.

5. The Voluntary Fund for the United Nations Decade .

for Women

The Second Regional Conference on the Integration of Women in Development,

Recalling General Assembly resolution 31/133 of 16 December 1976

containing the criteria and arrangements of management of the Voluntary

Fund, ' ' ' "'"

. Conscious that, through its financial and technical support, the Fund

was designed to supplement development activities for women at the national,

regional and global levels9 in co-operation with the relevant organs of the

United Nations system,

Recognizing the necessity for continuing financial and technical support

to'development activities which respond to the specific needs of women in the

African region and the importance of incorporating concern for women in national,

subregional and regional development plans, policies and programmes,

Noting the advice of the Consultative Committee to the Voluntary Fund that

continuation of extrabudgetary posts financed from the Fund after 1981 is depen

dent upon the regional commissions' making available senior women's programme

officer posts from the regular budget of the United Nations,

1. Expresses its appreciation for the support given by the Fund to projects

in Africa;

2. Expresses its appreciation also to the Economic Commission for Africa,

the United Nations Development Programme and the relevant specialized agencies

of the United Nations system for their assistance in project development and
execution*

3. Requests that the Fund continue to be located in close proximity to the

United Nations Development Programme headquarters to benefit from its
experience and support•
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4. Requests also that the activities developed by the Fund continue

beyond the Decade for Women;

5. Appeals urgently to the Economic Commission for Africa to make policy-

level posts available to the women*s programme from its regular budget;

6. Expresses its,appreciation for the voluntary contributions pledged by

United Nations Member States and appeals to African member States to .

consider giving or increasing their support to the Fund. *?r<r

■ 6. Female Mutilation . . . . : ..".",, --. : ■

The Second Regional Conference on the Integration of Vlomen in Development,

Recognizing that traditional practices constitute an important, .element

of African culture, .:■'..

Recognizing also that health is a fundamental human right of every

human being.

Aware that sexual mutilations have adverse effects on the health of

young girls'" and women.,

. Concerned that these practices are still rampant in some African. ,.,

countries3 :

Considering the danger that the practice of .female genital mutilation
in some countries, in Africa poses to the health of African women and .children,

Considering further that the present conference attended ;by many:women

in all walks of life from different African countries offers the most

appropriate forum to consolidate the solidarity of all African women.in the^

condemnation of such practices3 which is one of the most positive contributions

African women can make during the International Year of the Child and the

Decade for Women,

1. Condemns infibulation and other female sexual mutilations;

2. Appeals for the solidarity of all African women and calls upon all
women's organizations in the countries concerned to mobilize information and

health education campaigns on the harmful medical and social consequences of

these practices; :

3" Calls upon all African Governments to assist national women's organi

zations in their search for a solution to this problem and to promote

studies on the causes and consequences of such sexual mutilations;

4. Condemns international campaigns on this subject which do not take

into account the complexity of African situation.
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to the Party, Government and people of Zambia

ggj-figgiojial ConiJerer.ce on the Integration of Women in Development,

Conscious of the fact that forces of apartheid and colonial rule are
desperately trying to strangle Zambia economically because of its resolute
and firm support for the liberation movements.

Conscious also of the sacrifice the Party, the Government and the

people of Zambia have made in order to host the second Regional Conference
on the Integration of Women in Development>

iiSJilliJli^^P^^iiiiSE the Aspiring message of Comrade Dr. Kenneth
D. Kaunda, President of the Republic of Zambia and particularly his keen and
judicious^analysis of the complex problems associated with fuller utilization
of women in development processes,

1. Expresses its deep gratitude to Comrade President Dr. Kenneth D.
Kaunda, the United Nation-Independence Party as well as to the Government and
people of Zambia for their most generous and warm hospitality in providing the
necessary facilities which have enabled the Economic Commission for Africa
to hold three important meetings in Lusaka, namely, the second Regional
Conference en the Integration of Women in Development, the second meeting
of the Interagency Working Group on the Integration of Women in Development
in Africa and the meeting of the bureau of the Africa Regional Co-ordinating
Committee for the T^terretic^ of Women in T)»"-e.Lopr'ent;

2- Hails and supports the heroic struggle of the Party and the people
of Zambia to ensure that the abominable forces of apartheid and colonial
rule in southern Africa are eradicated-

3> Requests the Chairperson of the Conference to transmit the present
resolution to the President, the Party and people of Zambia.
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REPORT OF THE MEETING OF THE GISENYI MULPOC SUBREGIONAL COMMITTEE

1. in response to the questions raised by the Secretary-General of the

World Conference of the Decade for Women before the country representatives

in the subre-.ional committee meetings on k and 5 December 1979., the Gisenyi

MULPOC confined res discussions to the following sectors with a view to

evolving strategies for specific topics which reflect the realities of the

various countries:

(a_) Education and training;

■ h! Employment;

(c_) Increased production;

Cd_) Socio-sanitary policy;

(e) Legc.1 and political matters; .

(f) Apartheid;

(g) international Year of the Child.

(a) EDUCATION AND TRAINING

2. Education and training for women should be viewed from two angles:

(a) in-schcol education for women in general in urban areas5 and (b) training

for women in the rural areas. Regarding in-school education for women in

general, attention should focus on the training of young girls who are

fortunate enough to have access to. education.

Training of women in rural areas

3- Rural women should be integrated in the development process as much as

possible. In the countries in question, the rural women derive their

living essentially from agriculture, livestock, fishing and handicrafts,

and as a result their work is not remunerated. To improve family living

conditions and hence to increase womenfs earnings, women should be trained

to produce more.

4. Training should be offered in the field of promoting production and

marketing co-operatives and the management and administration of co-operatives,

Achievements

5- A cc-operative movement has already sprung up in the three countries and

ssninars on the administration and management of co-operatives are being

organized for women. Life-long development and training centres where better

production [Techniques and co-operative management are learned have been

established.

Recommendation

6. The training which has been launched should be continued so as to equip
rural women with the tools required for their integration in development.
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Family health and nutrition education

Nutrition

7. In the Gisenyi MULPOC countries health centres have already been

established where child feeding classes are given to mothers. But the

centres lack trained staff and the material means for making proper use of

local products are very limited.

Recommendation

8. Existing structures and in particular the.National Centre for Nutrition

Education at Ruhengi (Rwanda) should be strengthened by stressing research

into ways of making optimum use of local products and making that research

available to the other countries of the subregion. Women should be given more

opportunities of learning about nutritional practices so as to improve their

nutritional status and that of their families.

Family health

9* Family planning should be incorporated in the health services in order

to provide objective information on birth spacing methods, showing couples

the adverse effects of repeated pregnancies, and to promote better delivery

facilities by training midwives and providing suitable equipment.

In-school education

10. The principle should be that children should have, the same access to

education at all levels irrespective.of their sex. However, various obstacles

have been noted in this regard. Traditionally women are considered inferior

and preference is given to the education of boys; the shortage of trained

personnel and school and oiit-of-school infrastructure prevents everyone from

enjoying an education; and education is not completely free9 with the result

that parents tend to keep the girls at home and send only the boys to school.

11. Education should be free and obligatory, at least at the primary level.

The establishment of vocational schools should be encouraged for children

who are not accepted for secondary education, particularly girls.

- In-and out-of-school infrastructure should be expanded, and the

number of teaching staff should be increased. ''.-.,

- Village groupings should be encouraged so that the population- would be

"better able to enjoy existing economic and socio^sanitary infrastructure

- Educational Reforms should be introduced in line with the requirements
arid needs of the society.
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(b) EMPLOYMENT-- :. ::.'-.'■ . • .

Paid employment
■■ ■ —■-*'

12. Legally, there is no discrimination in employment and currently

employment possibilities for both men and women are expanding gradually.

Nevertheless, men believe that they should be in command and keep positions

of responsibility for themselves. Because of pregnancy, women are often
fired for ho objective reason. ; ' ' ■

Unpaid work

13. The economic importance of women's work in the rural areas is under

estimated today. As it cannot be quantified, its impact on the economy is
not., taken into account.. .. . ., .: ... . .

Prospects for the future

14. Maternity benefits should be strengthened so that women and girls have
ttie same chance as men in the field of employment.

15. Women should be encouraged and given positions of responsibilities^;,.^
A study should be made of the work of rural women and its impact on socio-

economic development since its value has heretofore been neglected in most :
African countries. . ,

16. Questions relating to domestic work and agricultural and other forms
of work should be studied.

IT. ;The participation of women in the elaboration of development plans
should be strengthened.

(c) INCREASED EROCUCTION. . ,.. ....■■-

18. In the section dealing with education and training,: mention was made
of the importance of setting up production and marketing co-operatives

because they help to raise a family, s economic status and reduce rural-urban
migration. Inference was made to co-operatives in the rields of agriculture,
livestock, fishing and handicrafts. In this connexion, stress should be laid
on giving rural women a better understanding of existing practical ways of
increasing,production. In the short term, appropriate village technology
should be developed and then consideration should be given to modernizing
agricultural tools. ■ . :,

19- ^With regard to handicrafts, emphasis was placed on the quality of the
fishing and,on the diversification of handicrafts. .

20. Problems faced related to collection and distribution channels for
products connected with limited transport facilities and the fact that the
countries were land-locked.
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21. Initially, therefore, co-operatives should be established where facilities

exist for transporting products.

Recnmnendation

22. .A; guaranty fund should be set up for small— and medium-scale enterprises

in the urban and rural areas^

- Services which reconcile the family and^economic-political functions

of vomen should be strengthened.

- Grain mills and kindergartens should "be established.

- Water supplies should be improved.

- The number of producer and consumer--co-operatives and communityHaased

social services should be increased.

(d) SOCIO-SANITARY POLICY

23. To promote the complete development of man and woman in the family, and

in society, and to make social action more effective, health and nutrition

centres have been established.

24. Better family living programmes have been introduced, addressed to

women in particular. Nevertheless, major handicaps have been noted.

- Lack of funds for project implementation;

- As most of the staff in these centres are women, the participation

of the men is missing although it could give new impetus to social

work;

- In view of the limited resources of the countries concerned, the

staff of these-development.-centres lack training and thus do not

reach down into the daily life of the people;

- There is a lack of medicines and■equipment.

Recommendation

25. In order to provide services to the population in the coming years:

- The number of health and nutrition centres in the region should be

increased on the basis of equitable geographical distribution;

- Centres should be staffed with more highly trained men and women.

Programmes for improving the rural environment and subsidized

housing in urban areas should be drawn up and disseminated;
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Electrification■

Water supplies;

Medical research on women's health should be intensified;

Sanitary services should be promoted in all communities;

Vaccination services and preventive medicine should be encouraged.

(e) LEGAL AND POLITICAL FIELDS

Legal

26. Many legislative texts discourage the integration of women in development

because married women are still considered incapable minors.

Political

27. In principle, men and women enjoy the same political rights and duties,

but in practice there are few women in decision-making bodies and high '

public office except in a few countries.

28. Up to now women have shown little interest in polities, and society is

suspicious of the gradual rise of women in political affairs because of their

numerical force.

(f) APARTHEID

29. The Governments of the countries concerned, fi^htinr: for freedom,

respect for the value and dignity of the human person and against the

exploitation of man by man, condemning the evils of imperialism, colonialism

and neocolonialism, have always supported and continue to support the

liberation movements in southern Africa.

30. Within the limits of their resources, they should extend financial

support particularly to the women and children who are being obliterated by

the white minorities in southern Africa. Sisters in those regions should

rest assured of the unwaivering support of fiErican women.

(g) INTERNATIONAL YEAR OF THE CHILD

31. Long before the International Year of the Child was proclaimed child care

projects were under way. The countries concerned have always done all within

their.yowei\ to improve the living conditions of children and will continue to

do so after the International Year of the Child, because they consider

children to be the pillars of economic, political, social and cultural

development.

32. Achievements include the improvement and maintenance of orphanages^

vaccination campaigns and the creation of centres for handicapped
children.

33. These large-scale programmes need considerable financial resources. Hence

international donors are urged toppay greater attention to the many development

problems in the Gisenyi MULPOC countries particularly in view of their

special situation as land-locked countries. Special measures should be

envisaged within the context of development aid to those countries.
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RECOMMENDATIONS AND RESOLUTIONS PROPOSED TO

THE CONFERENCE 3Y THE MULPOC SUBREGIONAL COMMITTEE OF GISENYI

I. . Education and training . .' _ . .... " . '" • '

1, Training for the establishment, administration, and management of

agricultural livestock, fishing and handicraft co-operatives, in order to

raise family incomes,

2, Education me "-i^rxing in rami.ly heslth to secure better living

conaixions for mothers and children. . .

3, Nutritional education to improve the nutritional status of the

population in general and prevent malnutrition from affecting the utilization

of the. present, infrastructures in order to develop the regions, and^subregxens

concerned and enable them to profit from the experience already gained in . .

this field.' "....■-., - ..

. ,4.; ..Regarding school education equal .opportunity should be guaranteed

to children of both saxes,, and education should bo- free, in order to enable

more children in rural areas to get education-

II. Employment

- Hqual opportunity should .be guaranteed for men- and, women in

employment %

- The labour contribution ofjrural woroan..and. its eff=ecton national

socio-economic development..should, bs studied;

- New occupations correepo.'.-ding- to-development needs should be

established»■>./'

■-. The participation of womenj.n .decisiDn-makin^ processes should be

encDuraged i

- epecial services snouid be^introduced to alleviate the work of

unmarried mothers.

III. Production

-■ Moral and financial suppoxrt should be provided for the establishment;
of more small" and medium-size "businesses in_ orderto raise family

.incomes; .

- Credit organizations should."be--encouraged to-support these socio-^
economic units, especially, in. rnaral areas where there are insufficient

guarantees.
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IV, Social health policy

- Social health rnfrasxrucuturss should be expanded;

- Housing improvement programmes in rural areas and public housing
facilities in urban areas should be drawn up.

V* Political and legal fields

- The means of communication for women should be improved in order to

keep them better informed about their basic legal rights;

- Women should be involved in the law-making process in order to

ensure that legislation is better adapted to current realities;

- Machinery should be set up at the national level, enabling women to
become truly integrated in economic, political, social and
cultural development.
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REPORT OF THE MEETING_ OF_THE LUSAKA MULPOC SUBREGIONAL COMMITTEE

1. The countries of the Lusaka MULPOC.addressed the World Conference sub-
themes of health, education and employment.

2. In employment most countries in the sabre-ion noted that women received

equal pay for equal work, but that women were concentrated in lower-paying

jobs usually because they lacked skills and education. Several countries

noted the movement of women into jobs traditionally the preserve of men,

such as road construction (Uganda and Lesotho), building, tractor-driving

and service in the armed forces (Ethiopia). Women were moving into higher

positions as well, including ministers, permanent secretaries, university
presidents and others. .

3. Most countries stated that the numbers of women in formal employment

were on the rise, but Kenya noted that the rate of unemployment was higher

among women as well. Throughout the subregion the jobs for skilled women

tended to be concentrated in the nursing, teaching and secretarial fields.

In the creation of jobs, Madagascar proposed that priority should be given

to rural areas. Several countries had given encouragement to women to enter

self-employment and especially to establish small-scale industries. Countries

enumerated the extension of benefits to working women.

h. It was noted that the lack of sex breakdown in employment statistics
prevented a full and accurate picture being gained of the status of women

in paid employment, while the inadequacy of present data collection systems
greatly understated the work of women in rural areas.

5. In health, the limited and uneven distribution of health institutions
had left women with inadequate health services. In addition to establishing
numerous mother and child health clinics, many countries noted that intensive

use was made of existing general health institutions for the purposes of

providing necessary mother and child services. Governments are aware of the

health needs of women and due emphasis was being given to preventive medicine,
basic health education and nutrition-

6. Immunization programmes9 particularly against diseases affecting women
and children are under way in a number of countries. Common problems faced
are shortages in finance and skilled manpower.

7. Traditional birth attendants are increasingly being trained to improve
their services. This supplements the shortage of qualified nurses.

"• Many member countries emphasized that the provision of piped water

supply was of cruc^l importance to the integration of women in development

both to ensure good health ind to save the energy and tine of vonen carryin■
water over long distances.

9. In the field of population planning, member countries i-epcrted that
there was no official policy to restrict population growth as such.
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Rather the programmes were integrated with mother and child health services

and concentrated on providing information on health and on various methods of

birth control, leaving the decision on the number and spacing of children to

individuals. In the United Republic of Tanzania, however, the Government

indirectly encouraged wider spacing of children through its policy of

giving maternity leave with pay for women only every third year.,

10. In education, member States noted that, although considerable

improvements had been achieved in female school enrolment during the past

five years, female enrolment was still lower than that of males. The

differences were explained by such factors as inequality of institutions

accessible to women inherited from the colonial era3lingering traditional

prejudices and, in countries where school fees were paid, the preference

of parents with limited income to invest ir the education of boys. The high
rate of female school drop outs vss recognized and of serious concern to almost

all countries. Common factors contributing to the high rate of drop-outs

included the occupation of girls in household chores and caring for the

children while the boys studied their lessons. Early marriage as well as

unwanted pregnancies were also mentioned as factors for the high rate of

school dropouts. In that field Kenya recommended that serious assessments

should be made.

11. Member States announced that serious efforts were being made to rectify

the imbalance in school attendance. In particular the United Republic of

Tanzania reported that female students were allowed to enrol into

universities after only one year of national service while male students

were required to work for two years after national service before they

could consider enrolment in the universities.

12. Lack of specialized training facilities for women was felt by most of

the members even though a few countries reported that such institutions Had

either been established recently or were in the process of being set up.

It was recommended that more efforts should be made to organize workshops,

seminars and training programmes in fields which would improve the skills of

women and thereby make them equally competitive with men. The need for

research in areas of women's concern was also voiced.

13. Almost invariably, however, at varying degrees of intensity, efforts

were under way to eradicate illiteracy which was rampant among women. Some

countries had specific target years when they planned to make all their

citizens literate, Ethiopia noted that four million women had been educated

in the national literacy campaign that was still under way. Stress was placed

on making literacy functional. Lack of funds and skilled personnel were

mentioned as serious constraints. Some members indicated that area as an

important field where international institutions could extend their help.

lU. Statements on national machineries were made by : Angola, Ethiopia, Kenya,
Lesotho, Madagascar, Malawi, Mozambique., the-. Sudan, Sv&fciland,- .Uganda find the

United Republic of Tanzania.
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15. The general view was that most of the committees had grown since their
inception and that they had gained awareness of their poles and duties, which

were mainly to make their Governments aware of the position of women,^

influence policy decisions in that direction, disseminate information
and co-ordinate women's activities. In Malawi in particular the Government

did not impose any project affecting women without consulting the Women's

League which then mobilized women to participate and ensure the success of

the project.

16. Some countries noted gains in financial and manpower resources from

their Governments. Uganda noted the receipt of a substantial government

grant, while Kenya welcomed the assignment of 50 community development

officers to the Women's Bureau.

IT. Common problems noted were in communications and the dissemination of

information, inadequate financing and organizational problems. Ethiopia

stated that while there was not yet a national women's organization, prepar

ations had been made by the formation of regional women's organizations.
Thus the national women's organizations which would be formed shortly would

already have a mass base on which to work.

18. Representatives of the five liberation movements at the Conference

(ANC, PAC, SWAPO, ZANU and ZAPU) put forth a joint statement on behalf of

women in southern Africa. They emphasized that the situation of women in
that area had deteriorated sharply in the last five years. Life for women

was particularly desperate in the Bantustans, where family life was not

possible and facilities for health and education were non-existent.

19. Even the aid that had been given tc women in the liberation movements

could not be properly utilized, in the form of scholarships for example,

since the education available to Africans under the Bantu Education Act

was woefully inadequate.

20. The bulk of women in urban areas worked in unproductive jobs,

particularly manual labour. The situation was most difficult for women in

rural areas, working on farms and plantations and paid in kind. Black women

received the lowest wages of any workers. They had no paid sick leave nor

maternity leave, no workman's compensation and no day care. In health9 there

were no immunization programmes for African cni±riren, no pre- or post-natal

care for African women and malnutrition was rampant.

21. Women were affected by the political system of apartheid, with families

further broken up by evictions, arrests, detentions and even executions

of their menfolk. For those who had become refugees, food, shelter, clothing,

medical and educational facilities were also inadequate.

22. The representative of the liberation movements said that aid such as

scholarships only scratched the surface of women's needs. They proposed

several areas for possible international agency assistance such as the

establishment of schools for displaced children, crash programmes in health

education, secretarial training, assistance in appropriate technology, as well

as aid for clinics, schools and rehabilitation centres in the liberation

movements.
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23 * They further proposed an OAU legal aid fund for',the victims of

apartheid and suggested that PAWO pay more attention to the situation of
women in southern Africa and the international.community set.up a-fund to

assist refugee'children.

2k, The representative of the host country underlined the gravity of the

situation of women in southern Africa which called for urgent remedial

action by the international community. In particular attention must be

paid to the plight of rural women.
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REPORT OF THE NIAMEY MULPOC

The Niamey MULPOC meeting in view of the short time available to it

decided to use document E/CN.14/ATRCW/79/W.D.4 as its working document,

because it covered all the items of the agenda and defined the programmes and

strategies of the region for 1980-1985 for the promotion of equality,
development and peace.

Eleven of the sixteen countries forming the committee were represented:

The Gambia, Ghana, Guinea,, the Ivory Coast, Liberia, Mali, Mauritania;• Nigeria,
Senegal, Toro and the Upper Volta.

The Bureau of the Niamey MULPOC is composed as follows:

Chairperson: Ivory Coast

Vice-Chairperson: Sierra Leone (absent)

Rapporteur: Senegal

Regarding the various topics contained in the above document, the

Niamey MULPOC made the following amendment and recommendations:

!• Strategies for development and women in the African repiori
(Paragraph '+■> '

The Niamey MULPOC proposes "the mobilization of all natural and human

resources and collaboration 'with other countries in these fields" as a goal

for working out a strategy appropriate for Africa.

II* Alternative development

Insert after paragraph 8 a new paragraph which would read "To make

alternate development feasible, greater attention should be paid to the

type of technical training which will make it possible for the manufacture

of simple and appropriate tools locally. Greater attention should also be
given to the local manufacture of spare parts."

After paragraph 10 insert the following and renumber the remaining

paragraphs. "Encouragement should be given to women's co-operatives in

agriculture and a greater number of trained female extension officers
should be made available."

111 * Regional Food Plan for Africa

Following paragraph 12, insert a new paragraph concerning the Sahel:

'!The drought in the Sahel has deeply affected the living conditions of

the people in genera], particularly those in the rural areas and most of all

the women. In this connexion, the establishment of the Inter-State Commitfee
on Drought Control in the Sahel in the Upper Volta to strengthen Government
actions has proved to be a tool to combat this problem and has mitigated
the disaster. It would be desirable that an expert be appointed in CILSS to
deal with food problems in the Sahel particularly as regards the proper
distribution of food."
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:.h?rc?.f..o- n-sertthe following paragraph 12 (c). "It has been noted
that where women take part in the formulation of national agricultural
plans they do not automatically consider the needs of women. Women's
interest must be represented in all national agricultural plans."

^' Science and technology

The Niamey MULPOC would like the term -transfer of technology" to be
replacea by "acquisition of technology", in accordance with the position
adopted by tne Organization of African Unity. .

.?: ..After paragraph 17 insert the following "Science and technology can
make a great contribution when women are'involved fully and co-operate in
the planning stage."

V* .Organizational measures

i: MThe Niamey MULPOC recommends that Governments support
women s movements at the national level and take into account the decisions
oi international conferences in favour of women."

Paragraph^: The MULPOC invites the Pan-African Women's Organization
and the ATRCW secretariat to build a common platform, for. action and -hopes "that

e^k^d out. As regards
lu itf Re£ionai Co-ordinating Committee, steps should be taken, as in
the MULPCKs, to have permanent staff members to help with its activities.

VI. .Education and training ": . '

The N5.?T^y MULPOC urges that, in the preparation of national education
and training policies, the new international cultural order should be
taken into account.

„ ■■■Para£raphJM+: Add'subparagraph (e) which would read as follows:
In the-fighx against juvenile deliquency, out-of-school activities
(improvement cf playgrounds, cinema clubs, etc.) should be developed
further ^nd manual and cultural activities should be given their proper
place in intellectual training and a sense of what is good and beautiful."

Elements^ education: ■ Paragraph H5: '"" " ' .

To lirdt educational drop-outs, the Niamey MULPOC appeals to Govern
ments to facilitate the re-entry in the school system of your^g mothers and "
recommends that training institutions should be opened for■those" who were
not able to pursue their studies according to the normal pattern. ,

Paragraph 46: ' . . *■ ' "' ■■ "'

Insert a subparagraph (d), to read as follows:" In accordance with the
Algiers Cultural Charter, the MULPOC recommends that functional literacy
programmes be conducted in the national languages. In this connexion an

appeal should be made to UNESCO to provide the national institutions with
teaching r^teriais adapted to teaching national languages."'1 ■;
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Paragraph 4S: Add at the end of paragraph( b) "...by holding conferences,

seminars and organizing courses for the exchange of experience among countries'

VII. Employment:(page 17, paragraphs 52 and 53)

Add the following sentence at the end of paragraph 3 : "Preservation of

perishable food, stuffs. Vl

The Niamey MULPOC recommends that the economic value of unpaid women's

work be recognized.

It proposes the insertion of the following: "To give priority attention

to er.ployir.ent in rural areas in order to keep thare those young women who,

to escape the hard and dull life in the countryside, go off to seek

adventure in the cities9 where they swell the number of unemployed."

Insert after paragraph 53 a new paragraph to read "In-service training

and refresher courses organized by employers should take into consideration

the family responsibilities of women employees and adequate provisions should

be made in this regard'."

Paragraph 54:

The MULPOC proposes that a fifth point be added, to read as follows:

"It is necessary to improve the provisions of present labour laws concerning

women workers in rural and urban districts;

Trade unions should be asked to train young women workers;

- States should prepare a labour and welfare legislation code adapted

to African conditions, and ensure its implementation."

VIII. Communications and mass media

Concerning this point, the MULPOC proposes more exchanges of experience

among the various countries.

Paragraph 57:

The Niamey MULPOC recommends ^hat journalists be trained to specialize
in the particular problems of women.

Paragraph 58 (d)

Add the mention of newsletters to disseminate-information and views on
the work of the various MULPOCs in the region.
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IX■ Haalth^ uutiation and_family life

The Niamey MULPOC, in order to help physically handicapped persons,

proposes the establishment of national centres for the rehabilitation and ■■

integration of such persons in fclie economic system.

It proposec, in paragraph 65, that sub-paragraph 4oO>should^becoiae;{cf),

and vice ve.'sa. . ■

The MULPOC recommends that, in response to the wishes of the'WHO

Conference at Alma Ata in 1978, the Governments should facilitate the
of policies roi> primary health care at the national level.

The Niamey MULFOC proposes, with regard to paragraph 809^thax all

international conventions on the elimination of all forms of discrimination

against women should be ratified.

In paragraph SI, in the third sentence, the following'should be
inserted: "Certain traditions, laws and cus.tonary practices fona najor '

obstacle to the emancipation of women.

Paragraph 82, (a) should read as follows: "Establishment at the national

level of appropriate bodies to be responsible for monitoring and reviewing
the implementation of equal treatment in the laws of member States and1
infringement of these laws should be punishable"; and in (b) insert
between the words "standardised and in various local systems" the

words., 'Vvtfcia each State".

It is recommended that a basic family code be prepared for each

cultural group, in countries where this does not yet exist.

The Niamey MULPOC welcomes the success of the International Year of the

Child in the African States and strongly encourages the various national

coi^dsrsions to carry on the work already initiated for the benefit of

children.

The Niamey MULPOC also supports the struggle of the people of southern
Africa and exhorts all States and organizations represented at the Lusaka
Conference to intensify their support for the women and children of the

liberation movements.

rhe Niamey MULPOC has carried out its work in an atmosphere of friend
liness and total frankness, notwithstanding some very keen discussions which
reflected enthusiasm and the desire to maka a real African contribution to
this great task of integrating women in economic and social development to

achieve a more just and balanced world.

The MULPOC has adopted working paper E/CN.14/ATRCW/79/VJ.D.4 but nevert-.^

less recommends a review of the text, at least as regards the for;n cf the

French version.
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SUBREGIONAL YAOUNDE MULPOC COMMITTEE

Introduction

Cut of the seven country members of the Yaounde MULPOC Subregional

Committee (Central African Republic5 Chad., the Congo; Equatorial Guinea.; Gabon,

Sao Tome and Principe and the United Republic of Cameroon)^ only three were

present. They were the Central African Republic, Gabon and the United Republic

of Cameroon. With regard to the Conges however, an observer who was sufficiently

familiar with the status of women in the country informed the committee

of the progress achieved and the obstacles which had prevented the full

imp'-eirsntaticn of tlie programmes undertaken by Congolese women.

The chairmanship of the working sessions Mas tacitly entrusted to the

representative of the United Republic of Cameroons which was Chairman of

the Subregional Committee, whilst the other two countries9 Gabon and the

Central African Republic, shared the functions of Rapporteur with the

assistance of a member of the ECA secretariat.

With regard to its method of work, the committee proposed that national

papers should be synthesized with a view to evolving a common strategy for

presentation at the World Conference of the Decade for Women.

The over-all situation was rapidly reviewedt bearing in mind of course

the provisions of the Africa Regional and World Plans of Action, in the

priority areas of employment,, education and training, health, policy

formulation, planning and supervisiona the rules governing the social and

legal status of women and their political participation in international

co-operation and the strengthening of peace.
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I. Progress made and obstacles encountered in achieving the minimum

objectives of the Africa Regional and World Plans of r^g_ti_QB_for

the Integrat:_on of Women in DeveloTnent

A. PROGRESS MADE IN THE VARIOUS "ECTORS ■ .: : ■

Although recent statistics are not■■ always available 9 it may be said

that the participation of women is a fact. More and more women are going-

into careers vhich have hitherto been reserved for men (agronomy... electricity,

building work, etc.). The percentage of women;, fcr instance in professional

schools for law, public administration9 health and so on is constantly

growing. Governments, aware of the absolute importance of having women in

certain sectors of national life make a point of guaranteeing them certain key

positions' (personnel management, public relations* etc.).

(i) Employment

In the public sector, equal opportunities for hiring and the principle
of equal pay fcr equal work being accepted , women are to be found in all

ranks of the administrative hierarchy. In the private sector, -women are

gradually beginning to obtain some key positions3 but progress is slow,

especially in big industrial companies and concerns.

Advantages such as access to credit have enabled a considerable number

of women to engage in small-scale trading. In the agricultural sector, women

have taken tentative steps to join the management of major production

enterprises, particularly in the United Republic of Cameroon.

(ii) Health

This field has traditionally been reserved for women,, particularly at the

middle level and in the paramedical professions. In the last five years, women

have no longer been content to hold subordinate posts, but have turned to

specializations such as pediatrics., gynecology and o^aer branches of medicine.

Governments have realized the importance of preventive medicine and3

in this regard, progress has been made through the establishment of MCH and

health centres:, the improvement of the equipment in hospitals; the establishment

of State pharmacies and voluntary health brigades' and the construction of

maternity hordes not only in capital cities but also in rural areas.

(iii) Education and vocational training

In most countries3 education is free and compulsory at the primary level.

The enrolment rate is from 45 to as much as 52 per cent.

At the secondary level the drop-out rate because of marriage, early

pregnancy and repetition, leading to an older school age population., is

diminishing. As parents are better informed and understand how important

it is for their children3 both girls and boys, to have a sound education,

they try to make them more ambitious. Consequently children who enter
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the educational system at an earlier age enjoy the support and encouragement

of their entire families and can pursue their education in a normal and

regular way. In this way girls acquire earlier some knowledge of biology

and information.which enables them to avoid the difficulties in their path.

Moreover3 educational regulations have been made more flexible so as to

allow married girls to continue their studies even if they become pregnant.

At the higher level., girls who are encouraged by the socio-family

environment are less hesitant about committing themselves to protracted

technical studies.

Concerning technical and vocational training, with support from inter

national organizations, some countries have set up vocational training centres

which are open to young people of both sexes where they learn trades and

handicrafts. Technical schools are increasingly opening their mechanics,

electrical,, woodwork and building sections to girls who apply for them.

Out-of-school education Is most effective in the rural areas. A project

to educate couples in agricultural techniques, health and nutrition has been

launched in one of the countries of the subregion and it Is hoped to extend

it throughout the subregion.

In the rural areas,at the request of women functional literacy is

being offered rather than traditional-type literacy.

(Iv) Participation of women in planning

For some years now women have increasingly been playing a role in the

elaboration of action programmes., particularly at the community level.

Similarly various planning ministries have a number of women employees,

although they are still in the minority.

(v) Social and legal status

The constitutions of the countries of the subregion guarantee euqal

rights for men and women. Civil law has not always been codified in the

various countries3 but jurisprudence provides some guarantees. Moreover9

women's newly aroused interest in the legal profession may prove to be

a positive factor in-the defence of women's rights. :

Equally^ the socio-legal status of women has been improved., particularly

as regards maternity leave (a minimum of I1*1 weeks),: family benefits and

birth allowances. ■ .' .;: ' '■ ■ .

(vi) National machineries

The five countries were able to provide supplementary information on

the machinery in each country and they would.all appear to be well structured

and have drawn up action programmes for the integration of women" in

development. Unfortunately no information was available on the machineries in the

three countries which were absent.
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' As was stated in the document on national, subregional and regional

machineries for the integration of women in development, since th© type ©f

national machinery in any one country varies with its socio-cultural realities

it is both impossible and undesirable to lay down a structure applicable to

all countries.

^v**^ Political participation and strengthening of international peace

More and more woman are participating actively iu various national

organs Cmunicipal councils, national assemblies. Party central cofflffl£tte@s).

Moreover they are participating in international foruma whenever the istt§3?

deal with problers that affect them and concern them closely.

B. OBSTACLES

(i) Employment

In the public sector, inequalities are to be found in what the administra

tion has to offar. At times a high-level woman who has a responsible post

which entitles her to such advantages as free housing or transport facilities

loses those benefits if she marries someone lower down the hierarchy.

However, it is rather in the private sector where women face difficulties.

Often when qualifications are equal, the man will be taken in preference to

the woman since managers think in terms of company profits which in their

view may conflict with family responsibilities and child bearing. Because of
; mistaken stereotyping arising from the traditional division of labour,

managers lack confidence in high-level women who have "broken loose .

With regard to domestic work, a change of mentality is needed on the

part of employees who are reluctant to work for nationals even if the salary

is the same as they would have received working for an expatriate. This also

calls for a change of attitude on the part of national employers who often
exploit domestic staff.

(ii) Health

There is an unfortunate lack of easily accessible health centres and of

equipment and pharmaceutical goods in both rural and urban areas.

There is much malnutrition among children in some rural areas, not

always among the poorer classes but in the middle classes where the parents

have not absorbed the information given them on artificial milk and the

utilization of imported products. Food taboos.are among the causes of
malnutrition.

Families have as yet no real idea of family planning which would bring a
long-term improvement in their living conditions.
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(iil) Education and vocational training

The drop-out phenomenon continue to occur because of pregnancies and

too early marriages, Some scattered groups give no priority to education

for girls.

Moreover, the inadequacy of secondary education facilities in the

rural areas continues to hold back the education of the young3 although

in the urban areas all the places available in the schools are easily

filled. .

In the field of vocational training there is an unfortunate lack of

information en the range of occupations available, and girls lack the

confidence to go into some technical occupations in which they have few

or no models to follow.

(iv) Planning

Although one welcomes the participation of women in planning at the

local level, their near-absence at the decision-making lev vl is a matter

for regret.

^v ^ Legal and social status

Here it must be noted that the main obstacle is failure to follow

laws and regulations,- and the fact that the legal system continues to

exist side-by side with customary law, particularly as regards civil law;

there is much injustice as regards inheritance rights, divorce and freedom

of movement for women.

II. Strategies

The Yaounde Subregional Committee wishes to see, during the second half

of the Decade for Women, emphasis on research activities leading to concrete

programmes as well as on projects in the fields of health9 nutrition,

training and co-operatives.

Some ideas for the next five years

A. Research and studies

- Study of cropping methods used by women and possibilities of

introducing innovations5

Study of self-help methods in the urban and -rural areas;

- Research on a data collection system in sectors such as agricultures

small businesses, etc.-

study of conservation and storage methods;

- study of integrated development projects to establish areas of

integrated development through the better exploitation of family plots

utilization of courses in domestic science for the development of the

hotel and restaurant sector.
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B. Proj ects

(i) Aid to co-operatives

- Marketing co-operatives; :

Labour co-operatives;

: - Production-.-co-operatives.

(ii) Activities

Agricultural tools",

Construction of water points,

- Construction of health centres and NCH;

Construction of schools.;

- Establishment of a credit guarantee fund for women's organizations

(iii) Education and training

Literacy campaigns :■

- Activities by urban and rural organizers t

- Encouragement of apprenticeship systems (handicrafts) *>

- Training of statisticians specialized in data collection in

sectors such as small-scale business and narket gardening.

Ill, Wishes of Yaounde Subregional Committee

1. Employment

The various ministries should co-ordinate their activities in assigning
staff to .their duty stations in order to safeguard the family unit.

2. Health

Governments should pay particular attention to preventive medicine,

particularly as regards the following points:

- Improvement of health in the schools and the civil service through

regular compulsory check-ups;

- Dissemination of elementary health care procedures (cleaning wells,

building latrines);

Greater number of health teams,

- Involvement of traditional medicine by giving it the necessary

technical assistance.
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3. Legal and social status

The legal systems coexisting on the national level should be harmonized

and the Governments concerned should go ahead with the codification and

adoption of draft legislation currently under consideration.

There should be more legal aid offices financed by the State which

could inform women about their rights.

4. Subregional machinery

The role of co-ordinator of women's programmes should be strengthened

as regards co-ordination among the countries of the subregion and ATRCWs

and should constitute the channel of communications between these two

groups •

5. International Year of the Child

The subregion reviews the activities of the Governments during this year

and desires that the work being done by the various national committees

for the attainment of the specified goals should be continued.

6. Apartheid

In view of the fact that sisters in racist southern Africa are under

the double burden of being women and being black, the Yaounde Subregional

Committee invites women and women's organizations to put pressure on their

Governments to terminate their underhand collaboration with the racist

regimes of southern Africa and they demand that the accomplices of

apartheid apply the relevant United Nations Conventions.




